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Less Fires On The Home Front:--A{04e t/J-i4uuj (!Jn ~lie Baitle 1/J-IUUd!
Provide every farm building with a fire extinguisher
or with barrels for water that are kept full.
A stock water pond or cistern, or both, near the buildings make good auxiliary water supplies, in addition to
the stock tank and well, for fighting fires as well as watering the livestock.
Put fire hose fittings on farm pumps and other water
outlets for quick, convenient hook-up to a fire hose.
Have at least one ladder that will reach the top of your
tallest farm building. Don't start or accelerate stove or
furnace fires with kerosene or gasoline.
Do you have a neighborhood fire fighting unit organized ? If not, better organize one. See your county agent
or neighborhood leader for organization suggestions.
A law passed in the 1941 South Dakota legislative session permits towns and townships to buy fire fighting
equipment, such as pumper trucks, under an arrangement whereby the town will house, care for and man
the rural fire fighting equipment and will use it to fight
town fires as well as rural fires.
At least one back-pack or stirrup type pump should
be in every farm home.

If you have water under pressure, then have on hand
plenty of garden hose.
Let's not have the boys come back to a burned-out
home-"Keep the home fires burning," but-only in the
heating system.
Fire Hazards in the Home
Fire hazards too numerous to picture here exist ~n
homes in South Dakota. No one house contains all
hazards pictured, probably, but any one of these hazards
can cause a iire that will destroy your home and may
cause the loss of life of one of your loved ones.
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Only 11 fire hazards are named in the picture.
Can you find others?
If you find other hazards in the picture, then see if you have
these, and still other hazards, in your own home.

Just for a start-the furnace chimney in the picture is
cracked, the furnace smoke pipe is too long to be unsupported-you find other hazards.
Remember-90 percent of all fires are due to carelessness!
Do These Things Now In Your Home:
Check all heating equipment for safe operation.
Check electrical wiring for worn spots, bare wires, etc.
Clean up the attic-remove dust, cobwebs, old clothes, picture
frames, etc.
Provide metal containers for ashes and dump them 50 feet
from buildings.
Replace poor stovepipes, install ventilated thimbles through
walls, and install metal flue stops in unused chimney openings.
Protect floors under stoves with an insulating board covered
with sheet metal of not less than 26-guage. Such protection
should project at least 12 inches at all sides of the heating unit.

Fighting Fire In Your Home
The easiest way to fight a fire is not to have one. However, if you do have a fire, other than in the heating system, there are a few things to remember to do:
Call the fire department, if it appears that you can't cope with
the fire alone. Do you know how to call your fire department or
neighborhood fire fighting unit? Do you have a neighborhood
fire fighting unit? Every farm neighborhood should have one.

For fires in wood, clothing, rubbish, hay, etc., use water to
smother them. Various types of fire extinguishers are effective
on these fires. Fires in ordinary combustibles are called Class A
fires.
For gasoline, kerosene, oil, grease or paint fires, smother them
with blankets, rugs, sand, dirt, or foam type of fire extinguisher.
Don't use water on fires of this typ·e unless in a very fine spray 1
as it may only scatter the Bame. These fires in highly combusible
material are called Class B fires.
For fires in or around electrical equipment where there is a
dangerous voltage, the equipment must first be made "dead" by
pulling the master switch, if possible, to avoid having an. electrical current run down a stream of water and electrocute the person holding the hose. Carbon-dioxide or carbon-tetrachloride
types of fire extinguishers may be used on these fires. Fires involving an electrical hazard are called Class C fires.

Barn Bad Place for Fires
How many of the fire hazards in the barn picture have
you seen created-or created yourself?
Our artist took a few laughable liberties with facts,
but only for the sake of illustrating some points. He has
both lanterns and electricity in the barn. He put an electric cord and light where the hay sling, if there were one,
would knock it "galley west," and a few other such violations of common sense, but-Note that electric cord-did you ever tie a knot in an
electric cord ? That is a good way to break the wire. A
spark from a broken wire will ignite the cord covering
and this little fire soon spreads to cobwebs, dust and even-
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tuall y the barn. South Dakota has lost many buildings
because of knotted electric cords.
Observe the lantern fire hazards. Don't set lanterns
down-always hang them by wires and harness snaps.
We have real "lightning fireworks" in South Dakota.
Always keep lightning rods intact and away from electric switch boxes.
Electric motors sometimes throw sparks. They also
get hot. Keep them clean and keep the room in which
they operate free from dust, litter, oil and grease.
Careless smokers cause many barn fires in South Dakota. Some of them don't realize it either. The man leading the horse out of the barn in our picture may have lit
his pipe just outside the door, but sparks can still blow into the barn. A lighted pipe, cigar or cigarette should
never be left on a window ledge, bench or anyplace else
near a barn or threshing machine. Enforce the No
Smoking rule in or near your farm buildings.
Matches carried loose in pockets are dangerous. Insist
that they be carried in a box.
Can you find the fire hazards in the above picture that aren't
labelled?
How about the man smoking in the barn? He is carrying an
armful of loose hay, too.
Our artist has the blower on the threshing machine turned at
an impossible angle, but, aside from that, it is a dangerous practice to put a strawpile up against a good barn. A fire in the straw
pile means a burned barn in this case.
Did you know that most insurance policies will not permit
you to run tractors inside a building that is insured? You can
drive a tractor through the driveway, but don't stop there with
the motor running.
There is at least one safety rule illustrated in our picture. Two
barrels of water are on hand near the threshing machine. This
is a good precaution to observe around the buildings too. Always keep the barrels full of water and have several pails nested
together and submerged in the barrels. Then when the pails are
lifted out one at a time they will be full of water.
A three-gallon fire extinguisher should also be kept in the barn
and near the threshing machine, too.
Improperly cured hay that heats causes many barn fires. If the
hay temperature gets to 180 degrees, watch it! If the hay temperature gets to 200 degrees, remove it, but be careful it doesn't
burst into flame while you are pitching it out of the barn. Have
plenty of water handy.
A cistern at the barn makes a good auxiliary water supply in
case of fire. Often the stock tank and barrels don't hold enough
water to put out a fire. A cistern full of water at the barn may
mean saving your barn from destruction by fire.
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Fire Prevention week will be observed the week of
October 4 by proclamation of the President, who said,
"When our enemies are seeking to hinder us by every
possible means, it is essential that destructive fire be
brought under stricter control in order that Victory
may be achieved at the earliest date."
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The responsibility to prevent fire rests on everyone
every day of the year-not only during this week. Farm
fires cost America more than 200 million dollars and
3,500 lives every year besides food, time and materials.
We can never afford fire and least of all this year.
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